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Statement to the Faculty Senate by WILLIAM S. BICKEL (11/5/01)

I am Bill Bickel professor oîphysics. I have questiòns for the President, the Faculty Chair
and the Regents dealing with due process, academic freedom, conflict of interest and access to
public information.

What is the current status of the Marguerite Kay case, with respect to the second
CAFT hearing held in this very room in the spring of this year? This hearing was held - even
though Professor Kay could not attend because of her serious medical condition. Her condition
was certified by her own physician and then by a specialist designated by the Administration.

The Tucson Citizen reported that before this second CAPT hearing, the University
administration already spent $1,000,000 - one million dollars - on the Kay case. Now more has
been spent. What is this additional amount?

Professor Kay reportedly filed for bankruptcy trying to pay for expenses incurred in the
first CAFT hearing and in the courts. I hear that the Administration has now hired the Kennedy &
Gallagher law firm to challenge Kay's bankruptcy petition. What is the rationale behind this costly
legal challenge by the Administration, especially when Kay is already ín dire financial straits and
even unable to find employment. This is costing us right now when the University's own financial
resources have been stretched past the limit by the state-wide cutback.

Before October 1999, a long-standing Regents policy denied state universìty
employees the frill exercise of their constitutional rights to have legal representation and active
participation by counsel in a grievance hearing. This policy went into effect on January 1, 1991.
BUT on October 4, 1 99 it was invalidated as unconstitutional by a unanimous decision of the
State Supreme Court. Therefore for nearly nine years - nine whole years - University faculty and
staff employees were deprived of their due-process rights to legal counsel in administrative
hearings dealing with such issues as denial of academic freedom, retaliation, arbitrary contract
termination and dismissal. What remedy is the administration going to provide to those faculty
and staff members who have been viçtimized for over nine years by this illegal administrative
practice? These victimized employees must be compensated for this egregious injustice. In the
'east they must be provided with new hearings during which they would be fl.illy represented by
ittorneys of their own choice who would be paid for by the Arizona Board of Regents.

I respectftilly request an early response from the administration and the inclusion of this
statement in the records of this Senate meeting.



Four years ago I chaired a committee in the college of humanities that wrote the
guidelines for post-tenure review. These were subsequently vetted by university lawyers
and by Vice-Provost Ervin. They have proved eminently workable during the past
several years. But this year the college was suddenly told that its guidelines were out of
compliance with the new University Handbook for Appointed Personnel. Lawyers have
demanded that major sections of our documents be eliminated. The changes strike some
of us as unreasonable, as contrary to the spirit of our original documents, as incompatible
with common sense. To the best of my knowledge, no one in my college has had any role
in changing UHAP.

This incident raises certain fundamental questions, chief among them the role of co-
governance at our university. Has co-governance in fact collapsed? Recall that the
Board of Regents four years ago entrusted the work of drawing up post-tenure review
procedures and criteria to each unit on campus. What we are moving toward in my
college is a set of procedures that purport to be written by the faculty but that have been
in some measure dictated by lawyers who do not and never have represented the interests
of the faculty, and this has happened after our guidelines had previously been approved
and even cited by the Vice-Provost as a model for the university. It would seem that the
concept of "co-governance" has changed, that it no longer represents shared
responsibility or shared authority. I raise this issue today because it affects every faculty
member at our university.

Frederick Kiefer




